The Military Emergency Tourniquet (MET)
Generation III Windlass Tourniquet

P/N METGENIII    NSN 6515-01-537-9259

Instructions for Use (Trapped Extremity)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:
H&H Medical Corporation, its employees, contractors, suppliers, and distributors shall assume no liability for injury or damages arising from the use of the Military Emergency Tourniquet Generation III. The user assumes all risk of liability. This tourniquet should be used only as directed by the user’s military service component guidelines, EMS authority, or under the supervision of a physician.

STANDARD USE GUIDELINES:
For the military: in a Care Under Fire situation, treatment normally consists of using a tourniquet immediately to stop major bleeding of the extremities. In a Tactical Field Care situation, the Trained and Authorized Rescuer will perform all treatment necessary, using a tourniquet as a LAST Resort and should be applied ONLY when bleeding cannot be stopped and the situation is life threatening.

Manufactured By:
US Enforcement
3015 E Skelly Drive, Suite 250
Tulsa, OK 74105
http://www.usenforce.com/

Distributed By:
H&H Medical Corporation
328 McLaws Circle
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(804) 642-3663
http://www.gohandh.com
The Military Emergency Tourniquet (MET)
Generation III Windlass Tourniquet

P/N METGENIII NSN 6515-01-537-9259

Instructions for Use (One Handed Application)

STEP 1
Slide M.E.T. over injured extremity.

STEP 2
Pull tab up and away from the tourniquet base, working the strap in an up and down motion until tourniquet base and windlass slide snug up against limb.

STEP 3
Rotate windlass until bleeding has stopped.

STEP 4
Secure windlass by pulling the fixed securing-loop over the closest end of the end of windlass.

STEP 5
Pull securing-loop with friction buckle over free end of windlass and tighten.

Note: The securing-loop with friction buckle must be secured before moving patient.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: H&H Medical Corporation, its employees, contractors, suppliers, and distributors shall assume no liability for injury or damages arising from the use of the Military Emergency Tourniquet Generation III. The user assumes all risk of liability. This tourniquet should be used only as directed by the user’s military service component guidelines, EMS authority, or under the supervision of a physician.

STANDARD USE GUIDELINES: For the military: in a Care Under Fire situation, treatment normally consists of using a tourniquet immediately to stop major bleeding of the extremities. In a Tactical Field Care situation, the Trained and Authorized Rescuer will perform all treatment necessary, using a tourniquet as a LAST Resort and should be applied ONLY when bleeding cannot be stopped and the situation is life threatening.
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